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Abstract. We present a novel approach to adaptive multi-agent pro-
gramming, which is based on an integration of the agent program-
ming language GTGolog with adaptive dynamic programming tech-
niques. GTGolog combines explicit agent programming in Golog
with game-theoretic multi-agent planning in stochastic games. In GT-
Golog, the transition probabilities and reward values of the domain
must be provided with the model. The adaptive generalization of
GTGolog proposed here is directed towards letting the agents them-
selves explore and adapt these data. We use high-level programs for
the generation of both abstract states and optimal policies.

1 INTRODUCTION

We present a novel approach to adaptive multi-agent programming,
which is based on an integration of GTGolog [5] with multi-agent re-
inforcement learning as in [7]. We use high-level programs for both
generating abstract states and learning policies over these abstract
states. The generation of abstract states exploits the structured rep-
resentation of the domain in a basic action theory in the situation
calculus (SC) [9], along with the high-level control knowledge in a
Golog program [9]. A learning process then incrementally adapts the
model to the executive context and instantiates the partially speci-
fied behavior. To our knowledge, this is the first adaptive approach to
Golog interpreting. Differently from classical Golog [9, 3], here the
interpreter generates not only complex sequences of actions, but also
an abstract state space for each machine state. Similarly to [2, 6], we
rely on the SC machinery for state abstraction, but in our system the
state generation depends on the program structure. Here, we can take
advantage from the deep integration between the SC action theory
and Golog programs. Similarly to hierarchical reinforcement learn-
ing [4, 1], the choice points of partially specified hierarchical pro-
grams are instantiated through reinforcement learning and dynamic
programming constrained by the program structure.

2 ADAPTIVE GTGOLOG

In this section, we present AGTGolog forn ≥ 2 agents. To introduce
our framework, we refer to the following scenario inspired by [8].

Example 2.1 We have a game field which is a grid of9×9 positions,
and two agents,a ando, can move one step in the N, S, E,W direc-
tions, or remain stationary. Each of them can pick up wood or gold
when at a forest or goldmine, respectively, and drop these resources
at its base. Each action can fail resulting in a stationary move. A re-
ward is received whenever a unit of wood or gold is brought back to
the base of an agent. Any carried object drops when two agents col-
lide. The game is zero-sum, hence, after each move an agent receives
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Figure 1. Example Domain

a reward consisting of the reward of its action minus the reward of
the adversary action.

Domain Theory of AGTGolog. A domain theoryof AGTGolog
DT = (AT ,ST ,OT ) consists of a basic action theoryAT , astoch-
astic theoryST , and anoptimization theoryOT , defined in the SC.

We assume two zero-sum competing agentsa ando (calledagent
resp.opponent, where the former is under our control, while the lat-
ter is not). Atwo-player actionis either an actiona for agenta , or an
actionb for agento, or two parallel actionsa‖b, one for each agent.
E.g., move(a , N), move(o,W ), and move(a , N)‖move(o,W )
are two-player actions. The basic action theoryAT represents a de-
terministic dynamic domain through fluent predicates, e.g.,at(q, x,
y, s) andholds(α, o, s), which are defined by an FOL theory for the
initial situationS0 andsuccessor state axioms, e.g.,

holds(α, o, do(a, s)) ≡ holds(α, o, s) ∧ ¬dropping(α, a)∧
¬collision(a, s) ∨ pickingUp(α, o, a).

It also encodesaction preconditions, one for each action, e.g.,

Poss(pickUpS(α), s) ≡ ¬∃x (holds(α, x, s)).

GivenAT , we can specifyST . As usual in the SC [3], stochastic ac-
tions are expressed by a finite set of deterministic actions represented
by AT . When a stochastic action is executed, then “nature” chooses
and executes with a certain probability exactly one of its determinis-
tic actions. E.g., we introduce the stochastic actionmoveS(α,m)
(agentα executesm∈{N,S,E,W, stand}), associated with the
deterministic actionsmove(α,m) andmove(α, stand) represent-
ing success and failure, respectively. To encode probabilities inST

(and rewards inOT ), we usestate formulasand state partitions.
A state formulaover~x, s is an SC formulaφ(~x, s) in which all pred-
icate symbols are fluents, and the only free variables are the non-
situation variables~x and the situation variables. A state partition
over~x, s is a nonempty set of state formulasP (~x, s) = {φi(~x, s) |
i∈{1, . . . ,m}} such that (i)∀~x, s (φi(~x, s)⇒¬φj(~x, s)) is valid



for all i, j ∈{1, . . . ,m} with j > i, (ii) ∀~x, s
Wm

i=1 φi(~x, s) is valid,
and (iii) every∃~x, s φi(~x, s) is satisfiable. For state partitionsP1 and
P2, we defineP1 ⊗P2 = {ψ1∧ψ2 |ψ1∈P1, ψ2∈P2, ψ1∧ψ2 6=⊥}.

Given a stochastic actiona and an associated componentn, we
specify a state partitionP a,n

pr (~x, s)= {φa,n
j (~x, s) | j ∈{1, . . . ,m}}

to group together situationss with commonp such that “nature”
choosesn in s with probabilityp, denotedprob(a(~x), n(~x), s) = p :

∃p1, . . . , pm (
Vm

j=1(φ
a,n
j (~x, s)⇔ prob(a(~x), n(~x), s) = pj)) .

In our example, we assumeP a,n
pr = {⊤} for each action-component

pair, e.g.,∃p (prob(pickUpS(α), pickUp(α), s) = p).
As for the optimization theoryOT , for every two-player actiona,

we specify a state partitionP a
rw(~x, s)= {φa

k(~x, s) | k∈{1, . . . , q}}
to group together situationss with commonr such thata(~x) ands
assign the rewardr to agenta , denotedreward(a(~x), s) = r :

∃r1, . . . , rq (
Vq

k=1(φ
a
k(~x, s)⇔ reward(a(~x), s) = rk) .

In our domain, we define a zero-sum reward function as follows:
reward(α, a, s) = r ≡ ∃rα (rewAg(α, a, s) = rα∧

∃β, rβ (rewAg(β, a, s) = rβ ∧ r = rα − rβ)),

∃r1, . . . , rm (
Vm

j=1 φ
α,a
j (s) ⇔ rewAg(α, a, s) = rj).

Here,φα,a
j (~x, s) belongs toPα,a

rw . Moreover, a utility function as-
sociates with every rewardv and success probabilitypr a real-
valued utility utility(v, pr). We assume thatutility(v, 1) = v and
utility(v, 0) = 0 for all v. E.g.,utility(v, pr) = v · pr .

Syntax of AGTGolog. AGTGolog has the same syntax as standard
GTGolog. Given the actions in the domain theoryDT , aprogramp
has one of the following forms:
• Deterministic or stochastic action:α. Doα.
• Nondeterministic action choice ofa : choice(a : a1| . . . |an). Do

an optimal action (for agenta) amonga1, . . . , an.
• Nondeterministic action choice ofo: choice(o : o1| . . . |om). Do

an optimal action (for agento) amongo1, . . . , om.
• Nondeterministic joint action choice:choice(a : a1| . . . |an) ‖

choice(o : o1| . . . |om). Do any actionai‖oj with an optimal
probabilityπi,j .

• Test action: φ?. Test the truth ofφ in the current situation.
• Action sequence: p1; p2. Do p1 followed byp2.
• Nondeterministic choice of two programs:(p1 | p2). Do p1 or p2.
• Nondeterministic choice of an argument:πx (p(x)). Do anyp(x).
• Conditionals, while-loops, andprocedures, including recursion.

E.g., in our example, we define the proceduretryToPickUp:
proc(tryToPickUp, choice(a : pickUpS(a)|moveS(a , stand))‖

choice(o : pickUpS(o)|moveS (o, stand))).

State Partition Generation. Given an AGTGolog programp, ama-
chine stateconsists of a subprogramp′ of p and a number of steps
to go h. A joint state(φ, p, h) consists of a state formulaφ and a
machine state(p, h). Every machine state(p, h) is associated with a
state partition, denotedSF (p, h)= {φ1(~x, s), . . . , φm(~x, s)}. E.g.,
for null programor zero horizon(base case):

SF (Nil, h) = SF (p′, 0) = {⊤}.

For deterministic first program action, we have:

SF (a; p′, h) = P a
rw(~x, s) ⊗ {Regr(φ(~x, do(a, s))∧Poss(a, s) |

φ(~x, s)∈SF (p′, h−1)}∪ {¬Poss(a, s)} − {⊥}.

For p = tryToPickUp ; carryToBase and h= 3, each program
state (e.g.,(p, 3) or (p1, 2), with p1 = carryToBase) is associated
with a suitable state partition, e.g.,SF (p, 3) or SF (p1, 2).

Learning Algorithm. For each joint stateσ composed of a machine
state(p, h) and a state formulaφ(~x, s)∈SF (p, h), the learning al-
gorithm generates the best policyπ(σ) for the agenta . The policy is

Algorithm Learn(p, h)

Input: GTGolog programp and finite horizonh.
Output: optimal policyπ(φ, p, h) for all φ∈SF (p, h).

1. α := 1;
2. for each joint stateσ do 〈v, pr〉(σ) := 〈1, 1〉;
3. repeat
4. estimateφ∈SF (p, h);
5. Update(φ, p, h);
6. α := α · decay
7. until α < ε;
8. return (π(φ, p, h))φ∈SF(p,h).

Figure 2. Algorithm Learn(p, h)

obtained from(p, h) by replacing every single-agent choice inp by
a single action, and every multi-agent choice by a collection of prob-
ability distributionsπ(σ), one over the actions of each agent. We
deploy a hierarchical version of Q-learning described in Figure 2.

We initialize the learning rateα (decaying at each cycle according
to decay) and the variables〈v, pr〉(·) representing the current value
of thev-function in a joint state. At each cycle, the current stateφ ∈
SF (p, h) is estimated. Then, from the joint stateσ= (φ, (p, h)), the
procedureUpdate(φ, p, h) updates the values〈v, pr〉(σ) during an
execution of the programpwith horizonh. Update(φ, p, h) is induc-
tively defined w.r.t. the structure of the program. E.g., ifp= a ; p′,
wherea is deterministic and executable inφ, thenUpdate(φ, p, h)
executesa and getsreward ; upon theUpdate(do(a, φ), p′, h−1)
execution, we have the updates〈v, pr〉(σ) := 〈(1 − α) · v(σ) +
α · (reward + γ · v(do(a, φ), p′, h−1)), pr(do(a, φ), p′, h−1)〉 and
π(σ) := a ;π′(do(a, φ), p′, h−1). If p = choice(a : a1| . . . |an) ‖
choice(o : o1| . . . |om); p′, then the update step is associated with
a Nash equilibrium (as in [7]):(πa , πo) := selectNash({ri,j =
utility(〈v, pr〉(φ,a :ai‖o:oj ; p

′, h)) | i, j}; where 〈v, pr〉(σ) :=
Pn

i=1

Pm

j=1 πa(ai) ·πo(oj) · 〈v, pr〉(φ,a :ai‖o:oj ; p
′, h)). E.g., in

our domain, we run the learning algorithm to instantiate a policy for
the programp= tryToPickUp;carryToBase, with horizon3, i.e.,
Learn(p, 3). The agent runs several timesp (with horizon3) play-
ing against the opponent until the learning ends and the variables
〈v, pr〉 are stabilized for each joint state of the programp.
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